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PROFILE A&C Plastics, Inc. 

Houston, Texas, USA DELIVERING EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR OVER 40 YEARS

In Houston we celebrated our employees with 
chair massages and lunches for the entire staff. We 
took the Illinois team out to a suite at the Chicago 
White Sox baseball game over Labor Day weekend, 
equipped with buffalo wings, sandwiches, hot dogs 
and peanuts. Nothing says, “We love you, employ-
ees!” like a smorgasbord of food. 

So why do we love our people? They’re the most 
festive, caring and hard-working people we know. 

You can tell how festive they are just by swinging by 
our annual Halloween party. We had 100 percent 
participation from our staff in the costume contest 
and potluck lunch. You could have seen everything 
from a giant baby to a more masculine Miley Cyrus 
hanging from a wrecking ball. There’s just some-
thing about Halloween that brings out the best (and 
weirdest) in A&C Plastics.

When the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge went viral, our 
team showed how caring they were. After our fear-
less leader, Carolyn Faulk, was challenged, the rest 
of the employees were next. The participation in the 
cause was incredible, and the pictures were even 
better.

So it’s pretty clear how the A&C Plastics family is 
both festive and caring. If you need proof that we’re 
hard working, too — just give us a call.

The Faulk Foundation 
Founded by A&C President, Carolyn Faulk, The Faulk 
Foundation has focused on making life a little easier 
for cancer patients, homeless children, needy fami-
lies, abused women and others.

“We’ve started building baskets filled with toilet-
ries, inspirational books, snacks, toys, Bibles and 
other items for people visiting loved ones in the 
hospital,” said Carolyn.

Carolyn added that life has been good to her and 
believes in “paying it back.”

For more information about The Faulk Foundation, 
visit www.faulkfoundation.org.

For additional information, contact A&C Plastics, Inc., 6135 
Northdale, Houston, TX 77087 USA; (800) 231-4175, fax (713) 
640-2541. A&C Plastics, Inc. — Colorado Division, 2590 Durango 
Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80910 USA. A&C Plastics, Inc. — Chi-
cago Division, 1019 Entry Drive, Bensenville, IL 60106 USA; email: 
sales@acplasticsinc.com, www.acplasticsinc.com.

2014 has been another exciting opportunity 
for A&C Plastics to do what we do best — sell 
plastic. Our team has worked hard to find our 

customers the size of plastic, the type of plastic and 
the color of plastic that fulfills their plastic desires. 
There’s just something about meeting the plastic 
demands of America that makes us smile. 

Our products 
At A&C, finding our customers the perfect piece of 
plastic is our mission in life. We pride ourselves on 
maintaining the largest in-stock selection of plastic 
sheeting, including hard-to-find sizes and colors. In 
fact, we’re so proud of our products, all we want to 
do is talk about them. Here are just a couple of our 
favorites.

For hurricane season, A&C has the plastic that’s built 
for it — 16 mm RDC 5-Wall Polycarbonate. These 
sheets are made to protect your windows and doors 
from hurricane-force winds, flying debris, severe 
weather or a crazy person with a tire iron — while 
still letting light in. Additionally, they’ve passed the 
Dade County Hurricane Test and have even resisted 
exposure to 170 MPH winds and missile impact.

Infrared Transmitting (IRT) Acrylic Sheets are an-
other favorite. These cell cast sheets are made for 
projects that need ultraviolet (UV) and visible light 
blockage while allowing infrared (IR) transmission. 
Why is it one of our faves? They’re used in one of the 
most important tools known to modern man — the 
remote control.

A&C is always working to expand upon our already 
gigantic inventory of plastic sheeting. That’s the rea-
son we get up in the morning.

“The more high-quality products we can offer, the 
better we can serve our customers, and that is al-
ways our number one focus,” said Carolyn Faulk, 
president.

People & events 
Here’s another thing you should know about A&C 
Plastics – we love our employees. We see every day 
as a new opportunity to show our appreciation for 
them, and there’s nothing we love more than our 
Employee Appreciation Days.
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Boothwyn, Pennsylvania, USA PARTNERING THROUGH DISTRIBUTION

GEHR Plastics, family owned since its founding 
in 1932 manufacturing celluloid-based prod-
ucts, is now one of the world’s leading manu-

facturers of semi-finished thermoplastics stock 
shapes including rods, profiles and sheets. We 
specialize in larger diameters rods and thick sheet 
as well as tight tolerance custom tubes. Although 
GEHR has grown into a large extrusion company we 
still offer and continue to pursue custom extrusion 
products available upon request.

GEHR is headquartered in Mannheim, Germany 
and has a second manufacturing site in Boothwyn, 
PA, USA (near Philadelphia) and Olpe, Germany. 
GEHR Plastics also maintains sales offices in Hong 
Kong, France, Italy, India and China.

We pride ourselves at GEHR Plastics on our five core 
principles which continue to direct our growth and 
help define our future plans to support our mar-
ketplace.

Long-term independence
GEHR’s family ownership is now in our third and 
fourth generation. It is essential we maintain our fo-
cus on solid, long-term planning and development 
for future generations.
 
Partnership 
We view ourselves as a loyal partner with our stock 
shape distributors. We believe in distribution as our 
channel to market and live the values of reliability 
and fairness with regard to suppliers and employ-
ees. Correspondingly, our friendly and competent 
service is acknowledged in our industry, assisted by 
the long-standing personal relationships that exist 
between our customers and their long-term con-
tacts here at GEHR. A wide range of seminars, work-
shops and symposiums enhance our service as well. 
We will continue to reinvest in resources that will 
support mutual success and grow our marketplace. 

Quality leadership 
We are ISO 9001 certified and we offer excellence 
in product quality, which typically exceeds the ex-
pectations and requirements of our customers. It is  
imperative that we provide the highest pos-
sible quality and service to our partners. We have 
strict testing schedules on all of our products and  

continue to add more 
GEHR product certifica-
tions in the future as 
our market demands 
stricter quality com-
pliant products. We 
embrace new qual-
ity trends and feel it is 
our responsibility as a 
manufacturing partner 
to meet current and 
future semi-finished 
product quality needs. 

Environmental 
awareness
We feel responsible for the environment as pre-
serving it will only mean a better life for our future 
generations. Therefore we treat our environment 
and the resources provided by the environment 
very carefully. We have chosen at GEHR to comply 
and certify in accordance to ISO 14001. This stan-
dard serves to secure a sustainable environmen-
tal compatibility of the operational processes and 
products as well as the behavior of our employees. 
GEHR Plastics also conforms to ISO 50001 which 
directly relates to our efficiency in the responsible 
use of energy in our process. We are very proud to 
have been awarded the environmental excellence 
award by the city of Mannheim, Germany, which 
reflects our leadership, culture and ongoing efforts 
to improve our processes supporting our environ-
ment. We care about our resources and we actively 
pursue better practices that will contribute to the 
future health of our environment.

Innovation
In cooperation with the University of Aachen, Uni-
versity of Darmstadt and the Fraunhofer Institute 
in Germany, we are developing new materials and 
process technology such as our ECOGEHR products. 
Our research and development is reaping enor-
mous benefits from our knowledge as a supplier of 
high-quality semi-finished products. 

We are now taking the next step creating not only 
innovative products but services to help our in-
dustry grow. We have recently introduced the first  
Plastic Selector Mobile App. This innovative tool 

helps you match your application demand with 
products that meet your specific needs. Use your 
mobile device or phone to easily search for materi-
als based on key performance criteria or specifica-
tions. Once selecting the materials, you can com-
pare up to five materials of similar properties side 
by side. If more information is needed, the user 
can email or call a GEHR material specialist for ad-
ditional support or questions as “email” and “call” 
options are available at all times. 

The app is now available for download via Google 
Play or iTunes. You can also find a web-based ver-
sion at app.gehrplastics.com. Future updates and 
added material selections will be available shortly 
including the ability to compare thermoplastic ma-
terials to aluminum, copper, brass and steel.

GEHR Plastics has grown to become a leader in the 
global thermoplastics market focused on our desire 
to uphold our five principals and embracing change 
without sacrificing our ethics, integrity or quality. 
We will continue to provide support to our custom-
ers and the right tools for education and growth of 
our channel to market, IAPD distributors.

For additional information, contact GEHR Plastics, Inc, Naamans 
Creek Center, 24 Creek Circle, Boothwyn, PA 19061 USA; (800) 
782-GEHR, fax (610) 497-8901, email: info@gehrplastics.com, 
www.gehrplastics.com.
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SIMONA AMERICA Inc.’s 2014 acquisitions of 
the Laminations and Boltaron businesses have 
expanded its product line-up with an array of 

high performance and specialty sheet materials 
unmatched by any other supplier. The product and 
market expertise from these acquisitions will also 
provide a solid base for developing new products 
and new high growth applications.

Initial investments build SIMONA 
AMERICA’s position in its core 
products 
As the North American subsidiary of SIMONA AG, 
a leading worldwide manufacturer of thermoplastic 
semi-finished products, SIMONA AMERICA estab-
lished its position here by drawing on its parent 
company’s expertise in polypropylene, polyethylene 
and PVC materials. Until the recent acquisitions, the 
company served the distribution market from its 
plant in Hazleton, PA, USA, where it produced and 
stocked sheet and rod products in a vast array of 
sizes, including: 

• Polypropylene copolymer, homopolymer and 
flame retardant grades 

• High density polyethylene, plus a UV stabilized 
pipe grade 

• The most complete line of sheet products for 
orthotic and prosthetic devices, certified for low, 
consistent shrinkage in forming and fabrication

• The widest available size range of PVC semi-
finished products including Type I and Type II 
industrial grades and clear SIMONA® PVC-GLAS.

• A full complement of welding rods for reliable 
fabrication of all sheet products 

The U.S. business also drew on its parent compa-
ny’s production of PVDF and specialty PVC grades to 
support market entry for these materials in North 
America.

Acquisitions solidify commitment 
to North American distribution 
business 
SIMONA AMERICA’s acquisition of two prominent 
manufacturers of high performance sheet dem-
onstrates the company’s commitment to growth 
through development of broader geographic and 
end-use markets.

Unique Laminations Inc. products 
solve performance and fabrica-
tion problems and open market 
opportunities for distributors  
Laminations Inc. built its reputation on producing 

heavy gauge HDPE sheet with consistently low stress 
levels. Its dimensional stability is a major asset in 
optimizing production yields for high volume fabri-
cators. Through investments in market and product 
development for the semiconductor and chemical 
process equipment markets, the company also ex-
panded its product line-up into high performance 
materials. Going forward, products will be market-
ed under the SIMONA® brand and include:

• The semiconductor industry’s most complete line 
of FM 4910 rated sheet, with proprietary formu-
lations of impact resistant PVC, polypropylene 
and a 4" wide extruded PFA that withstands tem-
peratures over 400°F/204°C

• A full complement of fluoropolymer and olefin 
products for corrosion resistance in virtually all 
chemical processing environments 

• UV stabilized HDPE in solid and multi-layer colors 
and a wide thickness range, for outdoor marine, 
signage, furniture and playground structures

• NSF and FDA compliant grades of polypropylene 
and HDPE for food and beverage processing and 
packaging

Boltaron adds the world’s widest 
range of fire-rated sheet for air-
craft, mass transit, medical, com-
mercial and industrial components 
to SIMONA’s portfolio
Boltaron adds a portfolio of more than 50 propri-
etary grades of PVC, PVC-alloy and CPVC sheet for 
thermoforming and fabricating. Major application 
areas include aircraft and rail mass transit inte-

rior components, medical, electrical and indus-
trial equipment enclosures, protective wall covering 
products and other components that must with-
stand rigorous end use environments. The aviation 
and specialty sheet products which feature these 
performance benefits will continue to be marketed 
worldwide under the Boltaron® brand:

• FAR 25.853 (a) and (d), MVSS Docket 90 and 90A
• UL 94 V-0 and 5V; Class 1-A; ASTM E-84 and FM 

4910 listings
• Gauges from .003 to 3.0 in. (.076 to 76.2 mm)
• Impact resistance ranges to an industry-leading 

20 ft-lbs/in (1059 J/m)
• A broad spectrum of solid and translucent colors, 

metallics, patterns and textures

As an added customer benefit, the company also of-
fers full-size test thermoforming of customer parts. 
 

Operations, logistics and sales 
consolidations boost competitive-
ness, service benefits and respon-
sivenes
SIMONA AMERICA Inc. has integrated North Ameri-
can production of the traditional SIMONA products 
into to the Archbald, PA, USA facility that previously 
housed manufacturing and headquarters opera-
tions of Laminations Inc. It has also consolidated 
R&D, inside sales and its logistics operations and 
inventory of polypropylene, polyethylene, PVC and 
fluoropolymer products in that location to serve its 
U.S. distribution business.

Boltaron sheet manufacturing remains in its dedi-
cated facility for production, logistics and R&D in 
Newcomerstown, OH, USA.

In addition, SIMONA AMERICA now offers its full 
product lineup of Boltaron®, SIMONA® and the 
former Laminations Inc. products through a single 
field sales team covering all areas of the United 
States. The business also invests in new application 
and product development through several dedi-
cated market and product managers fully focused 
on initiatives for mutual growth with its distribution 
network.

For additional information, contact SIMONA AMERICA Inc., 101 
Power Boulevard, Archbald, PA 18403 USA. (800) 233-4701, 
fax: (570) 876-0166, email: mail@simona-america.com, www.
simona-america.com.

SIMONA AMERICA Inc. 
Archbald, Pennsylvania, USA ACQUISITIONS EXPAND GROWTH AND PROFIT POTENTIAL FOR THE COMPANY AND ITS DISTRIBUTORS

SIMONA AMERICA has added over 100 sheet products 
to its line-up with the acquisitions of the Laminations 
and Boltaron businesses.
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AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH is a major, 
international manufacturer of innovative 
plastic products such as piping systems, semi-

finished products, concrete protective liners and 
geomembranes. The Austrian family business with 
some 800 staff worldwide is managed by Director 
Mag. Alois Gruber. The head office and four pro-
duction facilities are located in Bad Hall, Upper 
Austria. The impressively high percentage of exports 
at some 90 percent and the tightly meshed, global 
sales network, which encompasses more than 80 
countries, do justice to the motto of “Competence 
in Plastics,” thus illustrating AGRU’s global market 
presence.
 

We focus on quality 
Our main focus is on high product quality, acknowl-
edged competence of staff, the service and pro-
cess divisions, and fulfilling a variety of customer 
needs. The basis for this is 50 years of experience, 
competent technical advice, and international ISO 
9001:2008 certification. The know-how of the Aus-
trian manufacturer is reflected above all in pipeline 
and equipment manufacturing, and in environmen-
tal technology, where we also guarantee maximum 
safety and satisfaction. As a manufacturer of premi-
um plastic products such as for tunnels, sewer and 
irrigation channels, retention areas and secondary 
containments, AGRU impresses with its quality and 
ensures a tight seal for generations. Products spe-
cially designed for building and civil engineering do 
not impact the environment, are corrosion free and 
prevent deposits. 

AGRU is always prepared to master special chal-
lenges and thrill customers with new solutions. 
Quality and reliability at a premium level charac-
terize our enterprise philosophy. Highly-efficient 
structures and workflows, as well as speed and 
the ability to perform, are further strengths that 
we have gained in the many years of our enterprise 
history. To guarantee the success of our business, 
AGRU relies on committed and qualified staff, and 
an excellent management team. Standstill means 
regressing. This is why we apply our market- 
orientated innovative capability to optimizing our 

products, services and processes to an extent that 
they offer technical and commercial benefits com-
pared with our competitors. 

AGRU is committed to offering our customers prod-
ucts of the highest quality and is recognized as a 
long-term, competent and reliable partner. Our 
partners, suppliers and customers can thus ensure 
profitability and benefits in the long term. Our 
operational workflows are continuously checked 
for legal compliance and compliance with internal 
policy in terms of quality, the environment, occu-
pational safety and energy. The only way of ensur-
ing a uniquely high quality of our AGRU products 
is through the quality standards of national and 
international standards (DIN, EN, ISO) and various 
approvals. 

The precision of our staff and state-of-the-art ma-
chine park are essential to being able to deliver the 
desired quality to our customers. Our third-party 
monitoring agreements with various certification 

bodies are necessary for national and international 
approval of all of our products. For fields such as 
foods and drinking water, building and civil engi-
neering, as well as clean room technology, or appa-
ratus and tank construction, independent auditors 
are necessary to check the standards-compliance 
of our products, and thus verify our AGRU products 
in line with certain national and international stan-
dards. As many standards simply cannot be ignored 
today, AGRU has been ON EN ISO 9001 certified 
since 1995. AGRU is characterized by an increasing 
number of certifications for high quality.

For further information, contact AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH, 
Ing.-Pesendorfer-Straße 31, Bad Hall, A-4540 Austria; (43) 7258-
7900, fax (43) 7258-3863, email: office@agru.at, www.agru.at. 

AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH 
Bad Hall, Austria WORLDWIDE COMPETENCE IN PLASTICS
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PRODUCTS MADE OF
PE, PP, PVDF, ECTFE, FPP, FPO

Competence 
in Plastics

AGRU Kunststofftechnik GmbH
Ing.-Pesendorfer-Straße 31
4540 Bad Hall, Austria

T. +43 7258 7900 
F. +43 7258 3863
ads@agru.at

• Water and gas management
• Energy industry
• Chemical and heavy industry
• Tank and apparatus construction
• Airplane and ship building industry
• Mining industry
• Landfi ll and hydraulic engineering
• Semiconductor industry
• Pharmaceutical industry 
• Building construction and 
 underground engineering

www.agru.at
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ALTAFLO is an innovative producer of high per-
formance fluoropolymer and fluoroplastic tub-
ing, pipe and profiles. Since the company’s 

inception, Altaflo has maintained a consistent focus 
on the critical requirements of even the most de-
manding applications.

Our process begins by selecting the highest perfor-
mance resin grades within each product category. 
Although there are many resin producers, and vari-
ous grades offered in each group, Altaflo uses only 
high molecular weight resin products to ensure 
optimum performance. These resins provide the 
highest stress crack re sistance, greatest chemical 
resistance and overall superior performance in our 
finished products.

Once our resin selection has been made, we adhere 
to a strict series of proc ess controls to establish 
maximum effici ency while producing tight tolerance 
products that meet or exceed industry specifica-
tions. Upon request, tighter tolerances or adher-
ence to dimensions other than standard nominal 
may be provided.

Altaflo has production capabilities for a wide 
range of polymer options. In addition to standard 
smooth-bore tubing, we can provide convoluted 
tubing in a variety of flexibilities each designed for 
specific applications. Pipe and custom profiles are 
also available.

Altaflo is able to provide many quality services to 
our customers including:
   
• Same Day Shipments
• Low Minimum Orders
• Precision Cutting Services/Custom Packaging
• Custom Colors/Resins/Additives
• Heat Forming 
• Laser Marking

Our products include:
 

ALTAFLUOR® 100 PTFE 
PTFE (poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene) is the most flex-
ible of the fluoropolymers. AL TA FLUOR 100 PTFE 
can withstand the highest temperature of any fluo-
ropolymer (up to 500°F continuous/550°F short 
term) and can resist highly corrosive liquids and 

gases at even elevated temperatures. ALTAFLUOR 
100 products are available in continuous lengths 
from stock but overall lengths may be limited es-
pecially in larger sizes due to batch processing. For 
longer lengths, FEP or PFA may be a suitable alter-
native.

ALTAFLUOR® 200 High Performance 
FEP 
FEP (fluorinated-ethylene-propylene) is an eco-
nomical choice for applications re quiring chemical 
resistance combined with broad temperature resis-
tance. FEP is an almost transparent material making 
it ideal for fluid monitoring applications, UV light 
transmission and other visual ap plications. Unlike 
PTFE, ALTAFLUOR 200 FEP is able to be provided in 
almost any continuous length required. FEP may be 
heat formed or flared for use with flare fittings.

ALTAFLUOR® 350 THV 
THV is a terpolymer consisting of tetrafluoroethyl-
ene, hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene fluoride. 
This tubing has a unique combination of proper-
ties making it the preferred choice for many ap-
plications. ALTAFLUOR 350 THV has the flexibility of 
traditional PVC flex tubing combined with chemical 
resistance much closer to that of FEP. ALTAFLUOR 
350 has a UV transmission rate better than any fluo-
ropolymer. Additional benefits include excellent 
permeation resistance and ex cellent bondability 
with other materials which allows for multi-layer 
extrusions.

ALTAFLUOR® 400 High Performance 
PFA
PFA (per-fluoro-alkoxy) is the product of choice for 
applications requiring extreme chemical resistance 
combined with high temperature and fluctuating 
temperatures. Like FEP, PFA is available in long 
continuous lengths provided on clean-room com-
patible reels. However, PFA can withstand exposure 
to much higher temperatures and more aggressive 
chemicals than FEP. PFA can be heat formed and 
flared for use with flare fittings. 

ALTAFLUOR® 480 UHP  
High Performance PFA
UHP PFA (high purity per-fluoro-alkoxy) is the pre-
ferred product for critical industries which require 

extreme resistance to corrosive chemicals com-
bined with lowest extractable requirements. These 
tubing products are provided in special packaging 
designed for use in clean-room applications. Cus-
tomized semiconductor grade cleaning protocols 
are available — please contact our customer ser-
vice department for details. UHP PFA may be heat 
formed or flared for use with flare fittings. 

ALTAFLUOR® 550 KYNAR FLEX PVDF 
PVDF (poly-vinylidene) is an abrasion re sistant fluo-
ropolymer suitable for use in applications requir-
ing moderate chemical resistance and temperature 
exposure. Although this material is not as flexible 
as FEP or PFA it is still considered a “flexible” mate-
rial. ALTAFLUOR 550 tubing may be heat formed or 
flared for use with flare fittings.

ALTAFLUOR® 600 MFA 
MFA (per-fluoro-methyl-alkoxy) is an excellent 
upgrade from FEP for applications requiring an ex-
tremely smooth surface finish, higher stress crack 
resistance and higher temperature resistance. MFA 
can withstand temperatures up to 480°F as com-
pared with 400°F for FEP. MFA has inherently lower 
extractable levels as compared with both FEP and 
PFA which make it ideal for applications requiring 
high purity levels while requiring a lower cost op-
tion over UHP PFA. Like FEP, PFA and UHP PFA, MFA 
can be heat formed, laser marked or flared for use 
with flare fittings. 

Additional resins available 
Additional materials available upon request: THV, 
THVP, KYNAR PVDF, ETFE, ECTFE, EFEP.

Altaflo is dedicated to servicing our distributors. To 
that end, we maintain a large inventory which al-
lows for most orders to ship “Same Day.” We realize 
that quality products combined with timely deliv-
eries enable our distributors to have a significant 
edge over their competition!
   
Please give us a call with your next requirement — 
we look forward to being of service!

For additional information, contact Altaflo, 23 Wilson Drive, 
Sparta, NJ 07871 USA; (973) 300-3344, fax (973) 300-3345, 
email: sales@altaflo.com, www.altaflo.com. 

ALTAFLO 
Sparta, New Jersey, USA TRANSPORT CRITICAL FLUID WITH CONFIDENCETM
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Transport 
Critical 
Fluid with 
Confidence
ALTAFLO

®

 is an innovative producer 

of high performance fluoropolymer 

and fluoroplastic tubing, pipe and 

profiles. All ALTAFLUOR
®

products 

are manufactured using 100%  

virgin grade high performance 

resins to provide the best end use 

performance values for your critical 

applications. Custom sizes, colors, 

shapes and profiles available.

Contact Altaflo at 973-300-3344 or  
sales@altaflo.com.

sm

PTFE

FEP

PFA

Ultra High  
Purity PFA

KYNAR
®

 PVDF

THV

THVP

MFA

High Performance Tubing for: Ground Water Testing & Monitoring,  
Soil and Water Remediation, Air Sampling, Laboratory, Aerospace, Automotive,  

Environmental, Semiconductor, Laboratory, Food Process and Chemical Process Industries

www.altaflo.com
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APEXCO-PPSi is a state-of-the-art manufacturer 
of engineering and high performance plastics, 
concentrating on sheet, rod, tube and profile 

production located in Horsham, PA, USA, a north-
west Philadelphia suburb. 

Our company was founded by General Manager 
Bart Feys in 2012 after spending over 26 years of 
designing and building extrusion equipment and 
setting processing parameters for what has been 
many of our industry’s leading engineering plastic 
stock shapes manufacturers to date with his roots 
going back to Erta in 1986.

After many years of making equipment and setting 
process parameters around high volume throughput 
and low-cost production, Bart Feys had a vision for 
change as these practices were centered on the vol-
ume and financial goals associated with manufactur-
ing and not the needs of our distribution partners and 
challenges that face them and OEMs on a daily basis.

We have designed and built the most advanced 
extrusion equipment worldwide for processing 
engineering plastics keeping our customers’ and 
OEMs’ needs as the focal point for our continuous 
improvement initiatives.

APEXCO-PPSi has put in place an advanced propri-
etary one-of-a-kind double annealing process to 
further release the stresses in materials that are 
typically present during the extrusion process as-
sociated with engineering plastics. We have also set 
up an advanced closed loop system that will allow 
us to change material thicknesses and diameters 
within minutes, minimizing waste product that 
has historically been lost during the startup and 
changeover process.

For many years, customers and OEMs have contin-
ued to bear the burden from yield loss due to part 
geometry associated with limited sizes and thick-
ness being available, and that is why we offer cus-
tom run widths and lengths offering more choices 
and better yield options to our customers with the 
lowest minimums industry wide.

We have also set up a process to be able to offer 
the industry’s lowest product minimums per size 

with the quickest lead times available to date in our 
industry. Depending on the product in many cases 
we can produce as few as four sheets of a custom 
width and thickness offering both imperial and met-
ric sizes for plate and rod.

The goal we have set for APEXCO-PPSi is to be the 
industry leader in engineering plastic production, 
keeping our focus on the needs of our distributor 
partners and their customers, making changes to 
meet and exceed their demands as we are able to 
reduce lead times even further with all products be-
ing manufactured at our location in Horsham, PA, 
USA, eliminating the long lead times that have been 
historically associated with glass filled and carbon 
filled material.

Products manufactured by  
APEXCO–PPSi 
APEXTAL™ — Porosity Free Co-Polymer Acetal
APEXTAL™ — Homo-Polymer Delrin®

APEXALESD™ — ESD Co-Polymer Acetal
APEXALTFBLEND™ —  PTFE Powder filled Acetal
APEXALAF20™ — 20 percent PTFE Fiber Filled Delrin®

APEXALDE588™ — Delrin® 100 AF DE588
APEXON™ — Nylon 6/6
APEXCAR™ — Polycarbonate

APEXET™ — PET-P
APEXET2™ — PBT
APEXPPO™ — PPO
APEXONU™ — PSU
APEXSONE™ — PES
APEXTEM™ — Ultem® PEI
APEXINIMIT™ — PPS
APEXPEEK™ — PEEK
APEXGREENPEEK™ — 100 percent Recycled PEEK
 

Standard and custom additives 
available with various fill  
percentages 
Mineral Filled
Talc Filled
Oil Filled
Glass Filled 
Metal Filled
Carbon Filled
PTFE Filled
Kevlar® Filled
UV Stabilizers
Custom Colors

For additional information, contact APEXCO-PPSi, 430 Caredean 
Drive, Horsham, PA 19002 USA; (215) 394-8470, email info@
apexco-ppsi.com, www.apexco-ppsi.com.

APEXCO-PPSi 
Horsham, Pennsylvania, USA ADVANCED POLYMER EXTRUSION
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Columbus, Ohio, USA THE LARGEST U.S. MANUFACTURER OF CONTINUOUSLY PROCESSED ACRYLIC SHEET

With 64 years of dedicated service behind us 
and an even brighter future ahead, Plas-
kolite is an American manufacturing suc-

cess story. We’ve built our business through steady, 
long-term growth — resulting in unmatched 
strength, stability and breadth of product offering. 
Along the way, we’ve made strategic acquisitions to 
ensure that Plaskolite continues to provide the wid-
est range of products with the highest quality. Our 
commitment is reflected in every product we make. 

We deliver flawless quality sheet and resin to cus-
tomers worldwide from one of our seven manufac-
turing/distribution facilities located in Columbus, 
OH; Zanesville, OH; Compton, CA; Redlands, CA; 
Olive Branch, MS; Mississauga, ON; Monterrey, 
MX; and Doesburg, Holland. Our Grand Saline, TX 
facility excels in the development and production 
of performance enhancing thermoplastic specialty 
coatings and offers toll coating programs for both 
flat sheet and formed parts.

Plaskolite acrylic sheet products are compatible 
with a multitude of fabrication methods. We offer 
a unique “Run-to-Size” program, allowing most 
products to be ordered in the exact dimensions re-
quired, with the fastest turnaround time available 
in the industry. 

Our inside sales department is comprised of a 
group of highly trained, dedicated people. Many of 
them have been with Plaskolite for more than 10 
years; and all of them share a common goal — to 
provide exceptional customer service. The inside 
sales staff utilizes an automated production and 
shipment tracking system that allows them to pro-
vide up-to-the-minute order information. 

Our product portfolio 
OPTIX® Acrylic in flat sheet and roll stock
OP TIX® Frame Grade Acrylic and OPTIX® Frame 

Grade UVF
OPTIX® DA digital acrylic
OPTIX® Frost, OPTIX® 95 and patterned acrylic
OPTIX® LD light-diffusing acrylic
OP TIX® NG non-glare acrylic sheet in light and 

heavy matte finishes
DU RAPLEX® impact-modified acrylic in flat sheet 

and roll stock

FA BBACK® acrylic mirror sheet in clear, colors and 
textures

VIVAK® PETG
KSH® architectural grade lighting panels
Polycarbonate and PETG mirror
Fi rst surface, see-thru and marine grade acrylic mir-

ror sheet
Polystyrene sheet

Product spotlight 
• VIVAK® PETG from Plaskolite is available in a 
broad thickness range from .020" to .500" and 
stocked in a variety of sheet sizes. VIVAK complies 
with the FDA requirements for continuous food con-
tact, and meets the requirements of ANSI Z87.1 (Oc-
cupational and Educational Personal Eye and Face 
Protection Devices).

• OPTIX® Frame Grade line of acrylic sheet prod-
ucts offers a variety of thickness and sheet sizes for 
the picture framing industry. Plaskolite utilizes ad-
vanced inspection technology and equipment to de-
tect and correct surface defects during the manufac-
turing process — allowing us to provide the highest 
quality acrylic sheet available in the industry today. 
OPTIX Frame Grade UVF absorbs 98 percent of the 
harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays from both indoor and 
outdoor light sources.
 

• OPTIX® DA digital acrylic provides optimal adhe-
sion of UV curing inks without the application of an 
adhesion promoter during the prepress process. 
OPTIX DA allows for high-quality, vibrantly colored 
prints without sacrificing the outstanding optical 
clarity offered by acrylic sheet. 

• OPTIX® LD light diffusing acrylic sheet is offered 
in a wide variety of stock sizes and run-to-size. Its 
superior diffusion properties allow for greater sign 
design flexibility and slim profile channel (CAN) let-
ters. Available in the most popular sign market col-
ors with custom corporate color matching available.

High-performance coatings 
• Abrasion-resistant 
• Anti-fog 
• Formable hard coat 
• Impact modified hard coat
• Reduced glare 
• Solar reflective 
• 1st surface mirror 

For additional information, contact Plaskolite, Incorporated, 
P.O. Box 1497, Columbus, OH 43216-1497 USA; (800) 848-9124,  
fax (614) 297-7318, email: plaskolite@plaskolite.com,  
www.plaskolite.com.

The Plaskolite inside sales team. From left, back row: Monnie Tanner, Sheryl Crowley, Jeanette Hughes, Walt 
Johnson and Jake Maag.  From left, seated:  Michelle Wood, Beth Feenstra, Shailyn Gloyd, Susan Bruno, Dan Jones 
and Tammy Immell.
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AN OVERNIGHT SUCCESS STORY 
64 YEARS IN THE MAKING.
The best success stories tend to have humble beginnings. And Plaskolite is no exception. We started  
in 1950 with a small plant, a handful of employees and a commitment to quality. In the six decades 
since, the industry has changed dramatically. But a few important things haven’t: We’re still a  
family-owned, American company, and we still uphold the highest standards of customer service. 

Today, Plaskolite leads the industry, providing the broadest range of acrylic sheet and other plastics  
on the market. And with virtually unlimited custom colors, patterns, textures and coatings, we can 
help you develop the exact solution you need. Thanks to our commitment to innovation and growth, 
the collection continues to expand.

We invite you to discover the possibilities at PLASKOLITE.COM 
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Röchling stands for “Competence, Quality and 
Innovation.” As a leader in the engineering 
plastics market, we strongly believe that inno-

vation is the key element to long-term success. New 
products, emerging markets and specialized ap-
plications are an essential part of our strategy and 
overall vision. To grow our business and the mutual 
business of our strategic partners, we continuously 
introduce new and innovative products to the plas-
tics market to complement the most comprehensive 
line of plastics in North America. 

One-stop shopping offers numer-
ous possibilities for our customers 
Röchling is redefining engineering plastics as you 
know it by offering the most comprehensive line of 
products under one roof in North America. Based 
on decades of thermoplastic processing experience 
we combine state-of the-art technology and excep-
tional customer service with an extensive range of 
products. In addition to our standard materials, 
Polystone® M (UHMW-PE), Polystone® G (HDPE), 
Polystone® P (Polypropylene), SUSTAMID® (Ny-
lon), SUSTARIN® (Acetal) and SUSTA® Mechanicals 
and High Performance Materials, we manufacture 
a wide variety of custom grades and colors. Our 
product line also includes Medical Grade Plas-
tics (SUSTAPEEK MG, SUSTASON PPSU (Radel® 
R), SUSTAPEI MG (Ultem®), SUSTARIN® C MG Ac-
etal, SUSTASON PSU (Polysulfone) and Polystone® 
P MG (Polypropylene)), PE2PRINT® – Digital 
(award winning HDPE for the printing industry), 
SUSTARIN® C XDT (X-ray detectable Acetal for the 
food industry) and Polystone® M-XDT (X-ray de-
tectable UHMW-PE for the food industry) and our 
latest addition: LubX® C and LubX® CV — the 
new benchmark for sliding materials.

The convenience of one-stop-shopping offers, in 
addition of cost savings through combined ship-
ments and our competitive freight policy, a more 
efficient and streamlined purchase experience. 

Outstanding customer service
Our excellent trained sales team will assist you with 
our complete product line and will offer customized 
solutions to your applications and material needs, 
paired with knowledgeable product consulting. 
Through continuous investments and improvements 
in new and innovative manufacturing technologies, 
our products are used and specified by engineers 
and cater to a wide range of industries: bulk mate-

rial handling, conveyor, food pro-
cessing, packaging, semiconductor, 
aerospace, oil drilling, chemical, 
heavy construction, medical, auto-
motive, forestry and waste water 
treatment. We are constantly striv-
ing to expand our product and 
service range to meet the demands 
of the market, our clients and their 
applications. We are always eager to 
assist our distributors in suggesting 
or developing the best material for 
their customer’s application — and 
as a part of the international Röch-
ling Group, we draw from many re-
sources, including a global sharing 
of applications, an international R&D department and 
a pool of innovative products and new applications. 

State-of-the-art technologies and 
new market opportunities 
Röchling opens up new market opportunities with 
its combined product line of Polystone® and Susta® 
products, the most comprehensive line of products 
in North America — featuring the unique Mega-
Sheet™, the largest sheet available anywhere. 
MegaSheet™ can save time and money by eliminat-
ing welding, allowing more efficient yields and of-
fering an endless variety of sheet-size possibilities.

Quality 
The registration to ISO 9001:2008 is another ac-
complishment for Röchling on its quest to con-
tinual improvement. In addition to our ISO 
9001:2008 we are now also certified to the 
ISO 13485:2003 Medical Device Standard. 
Our quality management system enables us to in-
crease productivity and better document or control 
processes. Our customers’ needs can be better 
understood and therefore met, which promotes in-
creased customer satisfaction and leads ultimately 
to an organization which is customer driven. 

Logistics
Röchling conveniently ships to distributors from 
both U.S. coasts and Canada — Dallas, NC; Ontar-
io, CA and Orangeville, Ontario. More importantly, 
we maintain a large inventory selection of our prod-
ucts. Orders for in-stock items are typically shipped 
the same day, or next day latest. Custom materials 
can generally be manufactured and shipped in 3 to 
4 weeks, depending on resin availability. 

Focus
Röchling Engineering Plastics is strongly commit-
ted to supporting and assisting our distributors to 
grow their existing business, pursuing new markets 
and new products, and doing it in a way that simply 
makes it easy to do business with us. 

Education and training
Röchling offers an abundance of webinars and “in-
house” trainings customized to our clients’ needs. 
We strongly believe that in-depth product knowl-
edge is the key to a successful sell — and by pro-
viding all the right tools to our clients we strive to 
grow our mutual business together. In addition we 
offer an extensive literature and data sheet library 
on our website including our “News & Knowledge” 
Newsletter, which serves as a marketing tool to 
increase our customers’ knowledge of Röchling’s 
latest product offerings, capabilities and relevant 
applications and supports promotional activities to-
ward OEMs and end-users. The newsletter is avail-
able on our website: www.roechling-plastics.us. We 
at Röchling look forward to serving you with “Com-
petence, Quality and Innovation” as your preferred 
plastics supplier.

For further information, contact Röchling Engineering Plastics-
East, 903 Gastonia Technology Parkway, Dallas, NC 28034 
USA; (704) 922-7814, fax (704) 922-7651. Röchling Engineer-
ing Plastics-West, 2040 Carlos Avenue, Ontario, CA 91761 USA; 
(704) 884-3588, fax (909) 923-3280. Röchling Engineering 
Plastics-Canada, 21 Tideman Drive, Orangeville, Ontario L9W 
3K3 Canada; (519) 941-5300, fax (519) 941-4489; email: rep@
roechling-plastics.us, www.roechling-plastics.us.

Röchling Engineering Plastics 
Gastonia, North Carolina, USA SHAPING THE FUTURE THROUGH INNOVATION

With Röchling ideas become reality — LubX® CV — the new benchmark 
for sliding materials.
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In 2014, KYDEX, LLC and ALLEN Extruders, LLC 
came together to form SEKISUI SPI — an indus-
try leader setting a new standard of excellence 

for thermoplastics industry. Fueled by a team of  
dedicated professionals, SEKISUI SPI serves a 
world-wide customer base with its specialty ther-
moplastic sheet across a diverse spectrum of indus-
tries including aviation, transportation, agriculture 
and heavy equipment and industrial equipment 
housings. 

Our brand promise 
All plastics are not created equal: what’s in the 
material and behind it can make all the difference 
in your project’s success. It is the mission of every 
member of the SEKISUI SPI team to provide excep-
tional value, innovative solutions, and a level of ser-
vice that exceeds our partners and our customers’ 
expectations.

Our products 
Our cutting-edge, proprietary products are known 
by specifiers, designers, fabricators and OEMs for 
use in diverse applications such as aircraft pas-
senger seatbacks and tray tables, MRI machines, 
commuter rail window shrouds, retail point-of-sale 
fixtures and metro bus rocker panels. SEKISUI SPI’s 
products are available in a wide range of stan-
dard and custom colors, textures, finishes, sheet 
sizes and grades and meet strict regulatory require-
ments. Unlike GRP or high temperature thermo-
plastics, SEKISUI SPI products can be recycled back 
into the industrial recycling stream. 

KYDEX® thermoplastics
are extremely durable thermoplastic alloy extruded 
sheet products (PVC/PMMA and PC-based) with 
integral color and effect made especially for the 
industries and applications below.

ALLEN® thermoplastics
product lines include ABS, ABS-PC, TPO and Alex-
tra® — a high-gloss, exceptionally durable sheet 
that raises the industry standard for aesthetics and 
extreme weather resistance.

A commitment to the power of 
distribution 
SEKISUI SPI products, manufactured in the United 
States, are distributed domestically and exported 
to more than 34 countries worldwide. Our distribu-
tion partners are a key part of our global footprint; 
not only do they represent and distribute SEKISUI 
SPI products throughout the marketplace while 
providing technical service and support, they also 
embrace our brand promise: deliver more than the 
customer can imagine.

As part of this commitment, SEKISUI SPI requires 
our distribution partners to be active members of 
IAPD. IAPD members pledge to promote best prac-
tices throughout the entire distribution channel and 
to conduct business in an ethical and respectful 
manner.

Our deeper perspectives 
SEKISUI SPI’s designLab™ and FSTLab™, located 
in the company’s headquarters in Bloomsburg, PA, 
USA, support our brand promise through a spirit of 
collaboration and innovation.  

designLab™ is a 6,000-square-foot design cen-
ter that includes a color development laboratory, 
research and development laboratories, exhibit 
space, a meeting hall and ergonomic work areas 
that encourage collaboration. The designLab™ 
team continually monitors new developments in 
product design and color trends by visiting custom-
ers and design houses all over the world, and they 
frequently invite design professionals and project 
teams to visit their outstanding facility. 

The FSTLab™ is a unique meeting ground where 
suppliers, engineers, processors and end users col-
laborate with SEKISUI SPI’s research, development 
and design teams on new fire-resistant technolo-
gies and materials. In addition to six testing labora-
tories and meeting spaces that foster collaboration, 
FSTLab™ also provides facilities for SEKISUI SPI 
engineers to perform regulatory tests on products 
throughout the entire product development cycle.

Our responsibility to our  
customers, our employees  
and our environment 
SEKISUI SPI products are 100 percent recyclable 
and manufactured with a high regard for safety, 
health and environmental safety. Our employees 
adhere to strict safety guidelines, find new ways to 
minimize waste and continually scout opportunities 
to conserve resources and reduce our impact on the 
environment. SEKISUI SPI’s Environmental Manage-
ment System is ISO 14001:2004 certified and our 
Holland, MI, USA location is a zero-emissions facil-
ity; no materials brought into or manufactured on 
the premises are sent to landfills.

A US-based manufacturer with an 
international perspective
SEKISUI SPI is fortunate to be part of the SEKISUI 
Chemical Co. family, which, in 1962, became the 
first Japanese manufacturer to establish operations 
in North America. SEKISUI is now a Tokyo Stock 
Exchange-listed Japanese corporation with a strong 
and storied legacy of contributing to societies 
worldwide, with over $10 billion dollars of annual 
revenue and more than 22,000 employees on six 
continents. 

To learn more about SEKISUI SPI products and services, visit 
www.sekisui-spi.com, call (800) 325-3133 or email us at info@
sekisui-spi.com. SEKISUI SPI is located at 6685 Low Street, 
Bloomsburg, PA 17815 USA.

SEKISUI SPI 
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, USA NEW NAME. SAME EXCELLENCE
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Stiles Machinery’s plastic manufacturing equip-
ment and technology is designed to provide 
you with the right solution for your business. 

Whether you’re looking to cut and size material, 
shape and polish it, or simply improve the han-
dling processes within your operation, we’re here 
to help.  

Stiles’ plastics manufacturing  
capabilities  
Cutting and sizing
Stiles is on the cutting edge of technology, provid-
ing you tight tolerances and extremely accurate re-
sults for plastics processing applications. We offer 
a variety of options to meet your cutting demands 
— for sizing large acrylic sheets to cutting thin, del-
icate materials. Our range of cutting technologies 
includes everything from smaller, custom-cutting 
saws to large production systems where fast pro-
duction speeds become a must. 

Edge polishing
A smooth, transparent edge is crucial for showcas-
ing key products within a retail environment or 
other areas with high visibility. Our edge polishing 
equipment provides versatile polishing technology 
for high-quality, transparent results for a variety of 
materials and surfaces. 

CNC machining and polishing
Sawing, trimming, drilling, polishing, measuring or 
3D processing — no matter what techniques are 
involved, we have the CNC technology to get it done. 
Our machining solutions can be custom-configured 
for your specific needs. From productivity and high 
precision, to energy and material savings, Stiles pro-
vides proven CNC options for plastics processing. 

Handling and automation
Stiles offers a range of material management sys-
tems — from simple table lifts and vacuum lifts to 
fully integrated, intelligent systems that focus on 
improving quality and operation effectiveness while 
minimizing costs and risk of employee injuries. 

Plastics finishing and printing
Stiles partners with world-leading manufacturers 
of high-performance plastics finishing and printing 
technologies. Our systems provide custom configu-
rations and modular production lines designed to 
meet your finishing requirements. Stiles offers op-
tions for small and large batch sizes in 2D and 3D 
spray machines with innovative color-changing sys-

tems, space-saving curing and drying systems and 
efficient cleaning technologies designed to reduce 
waste. 

Our full range of inkjet printers defines a new 
quality standard for industrial production level ma-
chines. Digital printers are engineered for speed, 
performance, reliability and high resolution output 
on virtually any material.

Support services 
In addition to understanding your machining and 
technological needs, Stiles offers an array of servic-
es intended to help you meet ongoing production 
needs as well as be prepared for the future.  

Tooling
Quality tooling allows your equipment to operate at 
maximum efficiency and speed, providing the best 
quality for your customers. Our high performance 
tooling database ensures you’ll have the right tool 
for your job, no matter what material you are work-
ing with. 

Chip removal
Our waste management systems for chip removal 
are specially designed to handle abrasive, statically 
charged and other unique materials. Let us walk 
you through the available options including stand-
alone and modular systems for both indoor and 
outdoor installations.  

Engineering, consultation and software
Stiles engineering and consulting professionals can 
assist you with consultation on process improve-

ment, facility layouts and machine integration. Ad-
vanced software and diagnostic tools help you get 
the most from your production operations. 

Technical support services
At Stiles, we understand the demands of high-qual-
ity production and we are committed to respond-
ing immediately to service requests. Our technical 
support call center handles more than 36,000 calls 
annually to diagnose and resolve most issues with a 
simple phone call. 

Stiles parts
If you need a part, you need it now. We ship parts 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week to keep your pro-
duction running smoothly. Each year, we ship more 
than 50,000 parts straight to your door. And 99.9 
percent of the time we stock the parts you need to 
be shipped to you the same day.

Stiles education
When partnering with Stiles, you are provided ac-
cess to ongoing training on technology, machine 
application and best practices through Stiles educa-
tion. Our education is the largest and only interna-
tionally accredited training curriculum in the indus-
try. We have trained more than 30,000 individuals, 
keeping them and the companies they work for 
highly competitive in a challenging manufacturing 
environment. 

Stiles Machinery Inc. is located at 3965 44th Street SE, Grand 
Rapids, MI 49512 USA. To learn more about how Stiles can you 
help take care of your business, contact Stephan Waltman at 
(616) 698-7500 or swaltman@stilesmachinery.com.

Stiles Machinery, Inc. 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA YOUR ADVANTAGE IN PLASTICS MANUFACTURING

Holzma HPP 250P; reliable, simple panel cutting.

YOUR ADVANTAGE IN PLASTICS

Our plastics manufacturing equipment is designed to provide you with the right technology for  
your business. If you’re looking to cut and size material, shape and polish it, or improve the handling  
processes within your operation, we’re here to help. We offer production strategies and solutions 
that improve your quality, provide more control and flexibility, and enhance your operations, saving 
you time and money.

Talk to us. We’re ready to help.

For information on how Stiles can put new technology, new thinking to work for you,  
contact Stephan Waltman, VP of Marketing and Communications, at 616.698.7500  
or swaltman@stilesmachinery.com. Visit us at www.stilesmachinery.com.

Software. Education. Training. Parts. Service. Support. Leasing. Rebuild.
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YOUR ADVANTAGE IN PLASTICS

Our plastics manufacturing equipment is designed to provide you with the right technology for  
your business. If you’re looking to cut and size material, shape and polish it, or improve the handling  
processes within your operation, we’re here to help. We offer production strategies and solutions 
that improve your quality, provide more control and flexibility, and enhance your operations, saving 
you time and money.

Talk to us. We’re ready to help.

For information on how Stiles can put new technology, new thinking to work for you,  
contact Stephan Waltman, VP of Marketing and Communications, at 616.698.7500  
or swaltman@stilesmachinery.com. Visit us at www.stilesmachinery.com.

Software. Education. Training. Parts. Service. Support. Leasing. Rebuild.
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Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA ARTEK APPROACHES 30-YEAR ANNIVERSARY

prehensive technical support and competitive 
pricing to their partners in the plastics distribution 
market. Keeping up with customer demand, Artek 
now occupies three facilities, two of which are uti-
lized for manufacturing, with the third as a finished-
goods warehouse and shipment facility. The newest 
additions to the Duravar UHMW-PE product line 
include Virgin Full Sheet in select colors and sizes, 
as well as the expansion of size configurations and 
formulations in extruded profile shapes to satisfy 
our customers’ growing needs. As a member of the 
elite engineered polymer family, Duravar UHMW-
PE products provide the combined enhanced physi-
cal properties of high abrasion resistance, low coef-
ficient of friction and excellent impact resistance to 
eliminate the traditional problems incurred in many 
industrial applications on a daily basis. 

These excellent physical properties and the tech-
nical expertise provided by the Artek staff make 
Duravar UHMW-PE the desired material of choice 
to solve today’s industrial application problems. 

Artek, a leading manufacturer of Duravar® 
extruded ultra-high molecular weight poly-
ethylene (UHMW-PE), is pleased to celebrate 

a milestone of 30 years in providing dependable 
quality, reliable support and faithful service to 
their plastics partners. Artek has been rewarded 
with solid business partnerships over the years and 
looks forward to growing those partnerships and 
creating many new ones in the years to come. Artek 
puts great value on these partnerships and cannot 
thank each of them enough for their loyal support 
and patronage.

Artek’s continuously updated website contains a 
wealth of knowledge which includes downloadable 
literature and brochures that include production 
capabilities and technical specifications on Duravar 
UHMW-PE. Visit www.artek-inc.com to explore all 
that Artek has to offer to solve your industrial needs.

It is Artek’s continued goal to provide unsurpassed 
customer service, premium material quality, com-

Duravar®  ultra-HigH Molecular WeigHt PolyetHylene

Rod & Tube Stock

Flat Stock

Sheet Stock

Profile Shapes

Fabrication

DepenDable Quality • Reliable SuppoRt • FaithFul SeRvice

Extruded & Fabricated To Customer Specifications
Available in Virgin, Repro, & Special Formulations

Special Colors Available Upon Request

Call Us To Speak With A Knowledgable Artek Team Member Today!

(800) 762-6808
Artek, Inc.
3311 Enterprise Road
Fort Wayne, IN 46808

Local :(260) 484-4222
Fax :(260) 484-6914
www.artek-inc.com

Artek’s technical and customer service staff is just a 
phone call away and are always ready to assist you 
in recommending the perfect Duravar UHMW-PE 
material for those challenging applications.

At Artek, the customer is always the No. 1 priority, 
and is treated with specialized, individual customer 
service and support. The Artek Team is dedicated, 
experienced and recognize the value of quality 
products with quick turnaround times. They believe 
in building true, long-lasting partnerships and team 
synergy with each customer.

If you enjoy being associated with a winning organi-
zation that thrives on providing true customer sup-
port and service, call Artek today and become a part 
of Artek’s growing team of valued customers.

For more information, contact Artek, Inc., 3311 Enterprise Road, 
Fort Wayne, IN 46808 USA; (260) 484-4222, (800) 762-6808, fax 
(260) 484-6914, email: artek@artek-inc.com, www.artek-inc.
com.
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Burlington, Ontario, Canada AXYZ CELEBRATES PRODUCTION MILESTONE WITH 5000TH MACHINE SOLD

Corporation of Matthews, NC, USA who are a pre-
mier provider of superior pre-engineered canopy 
and architectural wall cladding systems.

AXYZ’s manufacturing capabilities have grown rap-
idly since it started building machines back in the 
early 1990s and is now one of the leading manufac-
turers of CNC router machines in North America and 
already has a significant global presence.

Greg Jenkins, vice president of sales, commented, 
“AXYZ has come a long way since those early days 
when the first couple of machines were built by 
hand. Having responded to market challenges with 
the recent recession a few years ago, the company 
has been on an upswing and is now heading toward 
growth mode.”

AXYZ International is a world leader in supplying 
high-performance CNC routing and engraving 
machines. The company is renowned for its 

engineering excellence through the AXYZ, PACER 
and Z Series power brands. Collectively, these now 
account for well over 10,500 successful machine in-
stallations worldwide in primary end-user markets 
such as the sign, woodworking, furniture produc-
tion, boat building, building and construction, plas-
tics and metal fabrication and HVAC industries.

Celebrations were in order recently at their 
48,000-square-foot headquarters based in Burl-
ington, ON, Canada as they announced the sale of 
their 5000th AXYZ CNC router. The machine, a 5022 
Series PanelBuilder router is purpose built for cut-
ting aluminum composite material (ACM) for the 
cladding industry and was purchased by the McGee 

Cutting Edge CNC Routing Solutions for Plastics

800 361 3408
sales@axyz.com
www.axyz.com

VISIT OUR ON-LINE SHOP

FOR ALL YOUR CNC TOOLING, 
CONSUMABLES AND SPARE PARTS

“We’re really proud of our company,” he contin-
ued. “We have really made a commitment to having 
everything manufactured in Canada and we have 
great employees, which makes my job that much 
easier.”

For further information, contact AXYZ International, 5330 South 
Service Road, Burlington, ON, L7L 5L1 Canada; (800) 361-3408, 
(905) 634-4940, fax (905) 634-4966, email: sales@axyz.com, 
www.axyz.com. Or, email Robert Marshall at rmarshall@axyz.
com.
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Boltaron Aviation and Specialty Products 

Newcomerstown, Ohio, USA BOLTARON SHEET: SALES OPPORTUNITIES IN AVIATION, AND A WHOLE LOT MORE

• Damage resistance with impact strength to 20 ft-
lbs/in. (1059 J/m)

• Thermoforming consistency and uniform wall 
thickness in deep draws

• Unlimited integral and metallic colors, textures 
and decorative patterns

• Customer-friendly low minimums on custom col-
ors, surface finishes and sizes

Over 30 commercial and industrial 
grades pave the way to new sales 
Beyond transportation, high performance Boltaron 
sheet products solve diverse problems for thermo-
formers, fabricators and end users producing:
• Industrial equipment enclosures
• Medical equipment housings
• General thermoformed parts 
• Holsters and sheaths
• Wall covering and exterior building products
New and existing applications can benefit from the 
durability, formability, fire ratings and unlimited 
colors, textures and finishes of Boltaron sheet, of-
fered in user-friendly low minimums.

Ask distributors, fabricators and engineers what 
comes to mind with the mention of “Boltaron.” 
Typical answer: high performance sheet for 

aviation and mass transit applications. It’s no sur-
prise, given the brand’s strong position in those in-
dustries. But with over 50 PVC/acrylic alloy grades, 
plus specialty products like clear CPVC and PVC up 
to 4" thick, the Boltaron product portfolio offers a 
far broader range of application opportunities for 
distributors. 
Advancing aviation and mass 
transit product technology 
Investments in R&D for product improvements and 
new grades continue to strengthen Boltaron’s posi-
tion in the aviation market.  In addition, the busi-
ness is developing related products for formed and 
fabricated applications in rail mass transportation. 
Today, a portfolio of more than 20 transportation-
rated grades for these major markets offers:
• Aircraft fire/toxicity ratings: FAR 25.853 (a) and 

(d), ABD0031, BSS7239 and D6-5137
• Rail/mass transit vehicle ratings: MVSS Docket 90 

and 90A

As a Boltaron and SIMONA products distributor, you 
can also couple these advantages with the SIMONA 
sheet portfolio. The result: an unmatched array of 
products for applications including:
• Mechanical and electrical equipment enclosures
• Corrosion resistant tanks, and components ma-

chined from thick gauge PVC sheet
• The semicon industry’s most complete family of 

FM 4910 listed sheet ranging from PVC, clear 
CPVC and polypropylene to PVDF, ECTFE and PFA 

• UV stabilized HDPE for outdoor, marine, signage, 
furniture and playground structures

• NSF and FDA compliant grades of polypropylene 
and HDPE for food and beverage processing and 
packaging

Back it up with SIMONA’s tech service and commit-
ment to support distributors on developing and 
keeping new business, and you have an extraordi-
nary resource for profitable growth. 

For information contact SIMONA/Boltaron Aviation and Spe-
cialty Products, (800) 342-7444, fax (740) 498-5448, email:  
info@boltaron.com, www.boltaron.com.

•FAR 25.853 (a) and (d), MVSS Docket 90 and 90A, 
UL 94 V-0 and 5V, Class 1-A and ASTM E-84 fire ratings

•Impact resistance to 20 ft-lbs/in. (1059 J/m)
•Extreme formability with uniform wall thickness
•Film and sheet, extruded, calendered and press-laminated
•Gauges from .003 to 3.0 in. (.076 to 76.2 mm)
•Clear, integral colors and scratch resistant metallics — 

all with low minimums

Boltaron helps you sell and keep your accounts, 
with unmatched product benefits and sales support
you can count on.

with Boltaron proprietary, fire-rated
PVC/Acrylic alloy sheet products

INFINITE 
COLORS

INFINITE
METALLICS

INFINITE 
TEXTURES

INFINITE
PATTERNS

INFINITE
TRANSLUCENTS

WIDEST RANGE 
OF THICKNESSES

Infinite solid colors 
with no minimums and 

fast turnarounds

Integral metallic coloration 
for unmatched brilliance, 

scratch resistance

10 Standard surface textures,
and custom textures with 

low minimums

US:1 800 342 7444
+1 740 498 5900

info@boltaron.com
boltaron.com

Infinite custom patterns 
with no minimums and 

fast turnarounds

Clear and translucents 
in a range of opacities

Gauges available from 
.003 to 3.0 inches 
(.076 to 76.2 mm)

Open New Doors

CC-1169

G L O B A L  T H E R M O P L A S T I C  S O L U T I O N S

CC-1169_OpenNewDoors_20141203_Layout 1  12/3/14  3:01 PM  Page 1
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Ensinger 

Washington, Pennsylvania, USA INDUSTRY LEADER IN ENGINEERING THERMOPLASTIC STOCK SHAPES

has the ability to provide shapes and parts for even 
the most difficult and challenging applications and 
environments.

Ensinger is constantly looking for ways to enhance 
its product offering. This year Ensinger expanded its 
line of materials designed specifically for applica-
tions in the food industry. We introduced HYDEX 
4101 UD Blue, the latest in our family of “Ultra De-
tectable” materials that are visible to all three types 
of inspection systems commonly used in food pro-
duction: optical, X-ray and metal detection.  In addi-
tion to these new capabilities, HYDEX 4101 UD Blue 
carries with it the excellent cleaning chemical and 
wear resistance characteristics necessary for parts 
operating in the food processing environment. 

Continuing its leadership in materials designed for 
the medical industry, Ensinger also upgraded its 
standard TECANAT polycarbonate offering to SABIC’s 

Recognized as a worldwide leader in plastics 
processing technology and application devel-
opment, Ensinger has the ability to combine 

the optimum material solution with the most suit-
able manufacturing method, and thus provides in-
dustry with the most innovative and cost-effective 
engineering solutions available today. Ensinger de-
signs and manufactures semi-finished and finished 
products tailored exactly to the customer’s indi-
vidual requirements. Your projects can benefit from 
Ensinger’s vast knowledge base and many years of 
experience in finding the best solutions for prob-
lems involving engineering thermoplastic materials.

Ensinger offers a broader array of engineering 
materials than any other plastics processor. From 
commodity materials such as polypropylene, poly-
ethylene, acetal and nylon to high performance 
resins such as TECAPEEK® polyetheretherketone 
and TECATRON® polyphenylene sulfide, Ensinger 

healthcare grade polycarbonate polymer, so that in 
addition to regular industrial applications, TECANAT 
is now suitable for applications requiring FDA cer-
tification, ISO 10993 and USP Class VI compliance.

In addition to this wide range of engineering ma-
terial choices, Ensinger also provides a staff of 
extremely knowledgeable plastics professionals to 
help our customers make informed material choices 
and process decisions. From our experienced cus-
tomer service staff to our industry specific market 
specialists, Ensinger’s ability to guide customers to-
ward the right engineering solution is unsurpassed.

For more information, contact Ensinger, 365 Meadowlands Av-
enue, Washington, PA 15301-8984 USA; (724) 746-6050, (800) 
243-3221, fax: (724) 746-9209, email: sales@ensinger-ind.com, 
www.ensinger-ind.com.

Visit ensinger-inc.com or call 800.243.3221 for more information.

Featuring HYDEX® 4101 UD Blue
Ultra Detectable PBT
For Food Processing Lines

Outstanding Support
Focusing solely on engineering plastics,
Ensinger is an established leader in the
industry. With a knowledgeable sales
team, a dedicated new product
development group, 800 lines for
technical support, and strategically
located manufacturing and inventory
locations, Ensinger offers customers:
• Excellent application advice from 
   knowledgeable people
• Three customer service groups for 
   sales and technical support
• Timely delivery of products 
   and services

Highest Quality Plastics
and Finest Service…
The Industry’s
Best Value
Engineering Quality
Offering a full range of
processing capabilities
(extrusion, casting,
compression molding),
Ensinger delivers the
highest quality plastic
stock shapes featuring:

Better dimensional
stability

Low internal stress

Ability to hold tight tolerances

Broad size range in rod and plate

Get more
information about
other Ensinger
brand products

3336 ENS 7.75x4.875_Layout 1  6/27/14  3:50 PM  Page 1
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Fluoro-Plastics, Inc. 

Philadelphia and Easton, Pennsylvania, USA GRANULAR PTFE SHAPES FOR INDUSTRY’S MOST DEMANDING APPLICATIONS

unique applications), molded cylinders (from 4" 
to 7" diameter). Fluoro-Plastics stocks PTFE plate, 
sheet and film which is etched for bonding. Finally, 
virtually all of the above shapes and dimensions are 
available in reinforced PTFE with varying percent-
age fillers of glass fiber, carbon, graphite, antistatic 
material, mineral fill, glass plus molybdenum disul-
fide, bronze, stainless steel, to increase hardness, 
reduce abrasion and wear, reduce static or dissi-
pate heat.

All Fluoro-Plastics PTFE products are manufactured 
in the United States, either at our compression 
molding facility in Philadelphia, or at our extrusion 
facility in Easton, PA, so all products are guaran-
teed to meet special Department of Defense and 
subcontractor vendor requirements for local origin 
manufacture. In addition, shipping time and cost to 
American OEMs and manufacturing/finishing facili-
ties is reduced because Fluoro-Plastics makes all of 
its products in their American factories.

Fluoro-Plastics is certified to the ISO 9001:2008 
quality standard; traceability is available for ul-

Granular PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) is the 
toughest fluoropolymer for industry’s most 
demanding applications. It is the only mate-

rial that is unaffected by acids and caustics; it is 
FDA compliant (also BSE compliant and meets USP 
Class 6) and has a breakdown voltage of 500 v/mil 
of thickness (Fluoro-Plastics has made PTFE film 
to handle over 1,000 volts per mil). The operat-
ing temperature of PTFE is from -350°F/-176°C to 
500°F/260°C.

Other plastics have their niches, but where condi-
tions are extreme, PTFE is the material of choice 
and Fluoro-Plastics has been the American manu-
facturer of choice for over six decades.

Fluoro-Plastics manufactures all of the basic 
shapes: Plate (3/8" to 3-1/2" thick), skived sheet 
(.020" to .250" thick), thin skived film (.001" to 
.125" thick), rod and tube (1/8" to 2-1/4" diam-
eter), profiles (u channels, snap-ons, angles, half 
rounds, full rounds, j-legs and other configura-
tions for conveyancing applications, e.g. food and 
beverage, pharmaceutical and custom profiles for 

timate quality control. All products are made to 
ASTM, AMS or applicable military and aerospace 
specifications and can be certified where required.

Incorporated in 1951, Fluoro-Plastics possesses un-
paralleled technical expertise and customer service 
skills. Over 62 years of experience making granu-
lar PTFE has generated a comprehensive working 
knowledge of precisely how to process PTFE, both 
reinforced and virgin, for optimum physical prop-
erties to meet demanding customer requirements. 
Fluoro-Plastics has the press, sintering and skiving 
technology required to make both virgin and rein-
forced PTFE products in large dimensions to precise 
tolerances and to meet demanding performance 
parameters.

For more information, contact Fluoro-Plastics, 3601 G Street, 
Philadelphia, PA 19134 USA; (800) 262-1910, (215) 425-5500, 
fax (215) 425-5521, email: customerservice@fluoro-plastics.
com, www.fluoro-plastics.com, www.fluoropolymerproducts.
com.
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Hendrick 

Salem, Massachusetts, USA PANEL PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

& material grippers and solid pusher plates between 
material grippers together with solid back table sur-
faces for processing thin strips. Hendrick machines 
can be supplied with some of the industry’s fastest 
saw carriage and material indexing speeds. Precision 
accuracy is achieved through use of AC servo closed 
loop systems with magnetic scale feedback. Control-
lers include HMI touch screen models and embedded 
Windows industrial PC controllers with on-board opti-
mization software and diagnostics that point to prob-
lems and provide “how-to” solutions. 

We continually strive to improve upon our unparal-
leled customer service by going the extra mile for 
our customers. Hendrick equipment is backed by a 
knowledgeable and experienced technical support 
department. Our technicians are available to provide 
support on site for service projects including train-
ing, preventive maintenance, machine relocation, 
troubleshooting or refurbishment. Based strategically 
throughout North America, our technicians are there 

Headquartered in Salem, MA, USA, Hendrick has 
historically been and continues to be the in-
novator in plastic panel sheet processing and  

machining technology. 

Hendrick offers the broadest line of panel (sheet) pro-
cessing sawing machinery, specifically designed for the 
plastic industry. Our complete line includes horizontal 
or vertical, manual, semi-automatic or fully computer-
ized beam saws. These series range from economical 
3" depth of cut up to extremely heavy-duty 6" depth 
of cut machines with 40 HP main blade motors to pro-
cess dense mechanical materials. All models feature 
intuitive operator interfaces and ergonomic design for 
ease of operation. Design features such as solid back 
tables for support of thin materials, rod and tubing 
are specific for plastic fabrication. Some of the avail-
able machine features are: variable speed blade RPM 
and saw carriage traverse, blade coolant and spray 
mist, digital monitoring of saw blade load, operator 
control of pneumatic device pressure, air floatation 

Count on Hendrick for superior performance, high-speed precision process-

ing and value. Hendrick machinery combines today’s newest technology 

with rugged design, speci�cally for plastic-cutting applications. Day after 

day, thousands of Hendrick machine users reliably produce superior product. 

h e n d r i c k m a n u f a c t u r i n g . c o m

Precision Processing
for Superior Product

978.741.3600

for you when you need them to provide excellent 
hands-on support. Hendrick offers high-touch service, 
parts, technical direction, on-site & remote support 
and comprehensive maintenance contract programs. 
The Hendrick team is here for your business.

Hendrick is proudly celebrating our 62nd year in busi-
ness; providing innovative panel processing solutions 
and unparalleled service to our loyal and wide-rang-
ing customer base. With each decade our business 
has evolved as a result of our ongoing commitment 
to continuous improvement. We value developing 
long-term relationships with our customer base. With 
thousands of machines in the field, it is common to 
hear our machines referred to as “workhorses” or the 
“life blood” of our customers’ businesses. We pride 
ourselves on our machinery’s precision & reliability as 
well our company’s integrity.

For additional information, contact Whitney Wiggin (978) 741-
3600, ext. 113, info@hendrickmanufacturing.com or www. 
hendrickmanufacturing.com. Hendrick Manufacturing Corpora-
tion is located at 32 Commercial Street, Salem, MA 01970 USA.
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Hudson Extrusions, Inc. 

Hudson, Ohio, USA HUDSON EXTRUSIONS IS COMMITTED TO QUALITY AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS

materials, including polyethylene, polypropylene, 
flexible PVC, TPV, urethane and nylon. For appli-
cations requiring drinking water or food contact, 
NSF grade tubing is also available. Our stock plas-
tic profiles include Spira-Tube harnessing, angles, 
squares, “J” and “U” shaped channels.

Our ability to run 10 extrusion lines 24 hours a day 
ensures that we offer you the best lead times in the 
industry. No custom job is too small; in fact, we 
specialize in prototype runs. In addition to the ma-
terials used in our stock products, we can extrude 
ABS, styrene, acrylic, polycarbonate and even cus-
tomer-supplied materials. We invest in advanced 
machinery to aid in special production needs, such 
as angle cutters capable of cutting two different 
angles in-line, automated saws that can cut rigid 
materials to tight tolerances and high-speed short 
length cutters. Product can be specially packaged, 
coded, color-matched or printed according to your 
individual requirements.

Since our inception over 50 years ago, Hud-
son Extrusions, Inc. has been dedicated to a 
singular goal: “Total Customer Satisfaction.” 

We strive to exceed our customer’s expectations 
through outstanding customer service, quick turn-
around times and producing extruded plastic tub-
ing and profiles of exceptional quality. 

Having been family owned and operated since 
1956, we value the personal service that has be-
come scarce in today’s technologically advanced 
environment. Our knowledgeable sales staff has a 
combined 40+ years of experience in the plastics 
industry, and are ready to help with any questions 
or inquiries you may have. 

We provide an expansive and competitively priced 
product inventory of more than 300 individual 
stock tubing and profile products. Most items are 
ready for same- or next-day shipment for your con-
venience. Our stock tubing comes in a variety of  

Environmental awareness and proactive community 
involvement are an important part of our growing 
business. Our focus on the environment is reflected 
in our renewed interest in bioplastic materials and 
our award-winning recycling practices. We reuse 
most of our scrap material to reduce waste and help 
keep plastic out of landfills. We take pride in giving 
back to our local community through our support 
of the Boy Scouts of America, Junior Achievement 
Collaborative and The United Way.

Through realizing our quality policy of “Total Cus-
tomer Satisfaction,” Hudson Extrusions, Inc. builds 
professional relationships that last. We hope you 
will let us demonstrate our commitment to quality, 
service and customer satisfaction by entrusting us 
with all your plastic extrusion needs.

For further information, contact Hudson Extrusions, Inc., P.O. 
Box 255, Hudson, OH 44236 USA; (330) 653-6015, (800) 837-
6015, fax (330) 653-6551, email: info@hudsonextrusions.com, 
www.hudsonextrusions.com.
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Leister USA 

Itasca, Illinois, USA YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER, ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

Hot-air tools — Our handheld equipment is un-
rivaled in its combination of size, power and ergo-
nomic design. The tools are used across a variety of 
fields in thermoplastic welding.

• The UL-approved TRIAC ST is the cost-effective 
successor to the extremely popular TRIAC S. The 
TRIAC ST is lightweight and designed with a two-
component handle for optimal grip and balance. 

• DIODE PID is a lightweight, yet powerful hot-air 
tool. Its closed-loop control provides the perfect 
welding temperature at all times.

Extrusion welders — Leister’s portfolio in-
cludes nine different extrusion welders that are a 
perfect fit for process-equipment manufacturing, 
plastic fabrication and geosynthetics applications 
such as landfill and tunnel construction. 
• The digitally-regulated WELDPLAST S1 compact 

extrusion welder (pictured below), is designed 
for welding PA, PE, PP, PVCu, PA, PVDF or ECTFE 
and includes LED operating lights — which pro-
vide a perfect view of the welding process.

Founded by Karl Leister in 1949, Leister Tech-
nologies AG (www.leister.com) prides itself on 
creating lasting customer satisfaction, driven by: 

high-quality products, continuous innovation, expe-
rienced staff and outstanding customer service.

Leister develops and produces products, parts and 
accessories onsite at our state-of-the-art manu-
facturing premises in Kaegiswil, Switzerland (ISO 
9001:2008 Certified Management System). In addi-
tion, we’ve established a close-knit network of sales 
and service centers across the world.

Professionals who know choose Leister. Leister has 
the equipment and service expertise you need. 

Plastic welding 
The performance and reliability of our plastic-weld-
ing products have helped us maintain worldwide 
market leadership for over 60 years. Professionals 
rely on Leister tools for applications including: roof 
sealing systems, floor coverings, plastic sheeting, 
earthworks, hydraulics and tunnel engineering, pro-
cess equipment manufacturing and vehicle repair.

• The WELDPLAST S6 is Leister’s flagship extrusion 
welder. It is the highest-rated handheld extru-
sion welder with output volumes up to 6 kg/hour 
(13 lbs/hour). The S6 features a brushless pre-
heat motor, multifunction display and comfort-
able, ergonomic grip.

 
Automatic welders — With a variety of auto-
matic welding machines available, it’s easy for you 
to find the perfect tool for the job, whether in roof-
ing, industrial fabrics, geosynthetics or flooring.  

Each machine is built with your crew’s safety in 
mind, using flameless operation. In addition, we 
focus heavily on efficiency in operations, creating 
tools that work quickly and with precision, helping 
you complete projects on time and on budget. 
 

For more information, contact Leister USA, 1275 Hamilton Park-
way, Itasca, IL 60143 USA; (630) 760-1000, (855) 534-7837, fax 
(630) 760-1001, email: info@leisterusa.com, www.leisterusa.
com. 

Experts count 
on Leister.
Experts count 
on Leister.

www.leisterusa.com

(855) LeisterToll-free:

plasticfab@leisterusa.com
We know how.

WELDPLAST S1
Compact Extrusion Welder

www.leisterusa.com

•	 Digitally-regulated,	multifunction	
panel

•	 Functional,	ergonomic	design
•	 LED	operating	lights
•	 Output	power:	

•	 1.76	lbs/hr	(HDPE)
•	 2.50	lbs/hr	(PVC)

•	 Processes	PA,	PE,	PP,	PVCu,	
ECTFE	and	PVDF.
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Palram Americas 

Kutztown, Pennsylvania, USA FIFTY YEARS OF PVC AND POLYCARBONATE MANUFACTURING

Global resources, domestic production and con-
tinued dedication to all the industries we serve, in 
addition to the local community surrounding our 
plant in Kutztown, PA, USA ensures that Palram is a 
responsible, agile, reliable partner. Palram has won 

In 2014, Palram celebrates yet another expansion 
with a new dedicated Logistics Center. Founded 
in Israel, in 1963, Palram expanded to the United 

States in 1993 with a marketing and distribution 
office. In 2000, Palram Americas opened the poly-
carbonate plant in Kutztown and, over the ensuing 
years, built two large additions to the original plant, 
and in 2007, added an entire PVC manufacturing fa-
cility. In March 2012, the Kutztown, PA facility added 
the most technologically-advanced polycarbonate 
line within the global Palram family. In November 
2014, Palram opened a dedicated logistics center 
which includes an 80,000-square-foot building and 
an additional 80,000 square feet of outside storage. 
With manufacturing facilities in Israel, UK, China and 
the USA, Palram is truly a global thermoplastic sheet 
supplier.

Ever evolving, Palram Americas draws inspiration 
from market trends and customer requirements to 
create innovative solutions that are tailored to a va-
riety of applications. This constant innovation brings 
products and technology to the market that benefits 
the entire supply chain from the distributor to the 
end user. Experience the benefits of a nimble, single 
source supplier of a growing array of quality prod-
ucts, such as:

PA LSUN® Monolithic Polycarbonate — Flat sheet 
offered in standard U.S. sizes or custom-cut sizes. 
PALSUN is available with a range of features. Look 
for our newly branded masking designating spe-
cific series of products within the PALSUN family 
of products. PALSUN is also available as coil stock. 
Both PALSUN and PALSUN CS (coil stock) are UL 
listed in the Sign Components Manual. 

PA LGARD™ Monolithic Polycarbonate — PALGARD 
excels in resisting vandalism, graffiti spraying and 
physical attack for high traffic areas. 

PA LSHIELD™ containment grade and bullet resistant 
polycarbonate glazing — Engineered to meet vari-
ous levels of ballistics and forced entry test stan-
dards. 

SU NLITE® Multi-Wall Polycarbonate — Twin wall, 
triple wall, and structured polycarbonate multi-
wall panels from 4 mm to 32 mm thick, and 48" 
to 72" widths. 

PA LCLEAR® PVC — The “clearest PVC sheet avail-
able,” PALCLEAR PVC sheet is perfect for low im-
pact applications that demand clarity and chemical 
resistance, such as clean rooms. 

PA LIGHT® Foamed PVC — Ideal for indoor or out-
door use in advertising, construction and industry. 
PALIGHT sheets are lightweight and durable with 
surfaces that can be painted printed, laminated, 
embossed, engraved or milled. 

The Morning Call’s Reader’s Choice Award in 2009, 
2011 and 2012 for the “Best Place to Work – Manu-
facturing.” 

For further information, contact Palram Americas, (800) 
999-9459, (610) 285-9918, fax (610) 285-9928, email:  
palramamericas@palram.com, www.palramamericas.com.

© 2014-15 Palram Americas. Palsun is a registered trademark of Palram Industries, Ltd.

Colorful. Thick skinned.
All wound up at times.

JUST A FEW DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES WE CAN BE PROUD OF.

Our custom-color capability is attracting big jobs from around the world. 

Our ability to offer thicker sheet is unparalled. And our coil-stock PC and 

innovative reels are second to none. It’s time to add 

Palram to your list as a source for something other 

than normal. PalramAmericas.com/NotNormal

PALSUN®

P O L Y C A R B O N A T E
SHEET & COIL STOCK

NEWS   INFO&
www.palramamericas.com

800.999.9459  |  www.palramamericas.com  |  kutztown, pa, usa
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CORPORATE
PROFILE Plastifab Industries, Inc. 

Saint-Laurent, Quebec, Canada FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

We also offer co-extrusions, cut to size, color match 
and prototype service to assure you the highest qual-
ity for your product and design.

For industrial applications
From utility mechanical plastics to the more exotic 
engineering and high performance materials, Plasti-
fab’s mission is to provide the right material for the 
right solution in shapes such rod, tube and standard 
and custom profiles. 

Materials offered include, but are not limited to: ABS, 
LDPE, HDPE, polypropylene, Lexan® polycarbonate, 
Celcon® and Delrin® acetal, Zytel® nylon, Fortron® 
PPS, Ultem®, Noryl®, PEEK and PVDF.

Shapes available: Rod and Tube up to 22" OD
  Standard and Custom profiles
Other services:  Co-extrusion and tri-extrusion, 

oil and air annealing, color 
matches, cut to lengths

Plastifab Industries, located in Ville Saint-Laurent, 
QC, Canada is celebrating its 40th anniversary in 
2015.

Starting with mechanical plastics in 1975, Plastifab is 
renowned for its extensive capabilities from transpar-
ent materials to engineering and high temperature 
thermoplastics. With more than 40 extrusion lines, 
Plastifab strives to be the premier solutions extrusion 
company focusing on creativity and innovation by as-
sisting our customers to solve their most demanding 
application issues by providing unique technical and 
custom solutions.

For the retail, design and P-O-P 
market
With the variety of materials and shapes offered, we 
are able to assist in your designs, support your materi-
al choices and provide the functional shape you need. 
Standard and custom extrusions made from acrylic, 
polycarbonate, high impact styrene (HIPS), flexible 
and/or rigid PVC, PETG, polyurethane and CAB are 
available to make your design vision come true. 

For all of us
With 40 years of production experience and part of 
our global community, we have seen many changes in 
environmental regulations, production processes and 
new technologies. We value our environment and the 
world we live in, therefore, we make a daily effort to 
protect our environment and to have a positive im-
pact on our industry and community. With the focus 
on the 3Rs: Reduce, Reuse and Recycle, Plastifab 
routinely applies these in-house initiatives with our 
everyday actions that reflect our goals and objectives.

As an ISO 9001:2008 registered company, you can 
be assured of our commitment to provide you with 
a quality product that exceeds your needs. Along 
with continuous improvement, we are committed to 
manufacturing products that are consistent, durable, 
cost effective, delivered on time, with quality service 
and follow-up.
For additional information, contact Plastifab Industries, 7777 
rte Transcanadienne, Saint-Laurent, QC, H4S 1L3, Canada (800) 
361 4774, fax (514) 325 5222, email: sales@plastifab.ca, www.
plastifab.ca.

ISO 9001: 2008

7777 rte Transcanadienne, St-Laurent, QC, H4S 1L3  
t: 514.325.9840 f: 514.325 3341  |  sales@plastifab.ca

www.plastifab.ca

TUBES UP TO 12" OD
• Acrylic
• Polycarbonate (Lexan®)

RODS AND TUBES FROM
1/4" UP TO 22" OD
• HDPE
• LDPE
• HMW
• PP

RODS 9"+ AND TUBES FROM
1/4" UP TO 22" OD
• Lexan® Polycarbonate (Rods)
• ABS
• Nylon
• Acetal/Delrin®

• PEEK
• ULTEM®

• PPS
• PVDF
• PBT

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
• Co-extrusion
• Tri-extrusion
• Cut to size
• Colors
• Prototyping
•  Drawing and design support
•  Special resin blends per  

specifications

LARGE DIAMETER TUBE & ROD

UP TO 22" OD
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Charlotte, North Carolina, USA POLYCARBONATE STRUCTURED SHEETS AND PROFILES

Since it was founded in 1973 in Israel, Polygal has 
maintained its commitment to quality, innovation, 
service and the environment, which still lives true 
today. From selection of the finest raw materials, to 
state-of-the-art manufacturing practices and tech-
niques, Polygal exceeds strict industry standards and 
continually ensures all products are manufactured to 
the highest standards possible. 

Currently, Polygal has manufacturing facilities in 
Israel, Russia and South America, Bulgaria and the 
United States, servicing over 60 countries with dis-
tribution outlets worldwide. In North America there 
are three stocking warehouses in Charlotte, NC, USA; 
Tigard, OR, USA; and Toronto, ON, Canada.

With over 35 years of expertise in architectural ap-
plication, industrial and agricultural experience and 
knowledge, Polygal is known as a solutions provider 
in natural day-lighting technology and applications. 
In today’s environmentally conscientious world, LEED 
Project credits are attainable in a variety of areas to 
include materials resources, sustainable sites, indoor 
environmental quality and daylight views.

Plazit-Polygal is a pioneer and world leader in the 
design, development and manufacturing of ther-
moplastic sheets and profiles. Their products are 

used worldwide in a broad range of markets and ap-
plications. By bridging innovation, quality and service 
as their cornerstone for success, Polygal continually 
provides products known worldwide for outstanding 
durability, strength, light transmission, specialty coat-
ings, ease of installation and superior quality. These 
products provide optimal performance and solutions 
for walkways, canopies, pool coverings, skylights, 
roof systems, clerestories commercial and residential 
greenhouses, interior design, P-O-P displays, sig-
nage, window glazing, and much more.

Polygal has earned an industry-wide reputation for 
uncompromising quality and innovation and is cer-
tified for ISO 9001:2000 and ISO 14001 as well as 
other international engineering standards such as 
CSTB (France), BBA (UK), B1 (Germany) and numer-
ous others. With product development and technical 
support throughout the world, Polygal is dedicated 
to offering world-class customer service, ensuring the 
company’s ability to maintain their competitive edge 
on the market.

Polygal’s expertise in polycarbonate applications is 
matched by a deep understanding of the needs of 
the architectural and agricultural sectors. Polygal has 
developed a wide range of innovative products, and 
confirmed their position as an innovator in the ther-
moplastic sheeting industry.

With their extensive offering of polycarbonate multi-
wall products and accessories, Polygal can fulfill the 
requirements of most any application; whether you 
want to let the light in and keep the heat out in sum-
mer ... or let the light and heat in for winter, Polygal 
can provide a value-added solution for your project.

Polygal offers acrylic and polycarbonate solid sheet 
in standard sizes, gauges and colors; custom manu-
factured products are quoted on request. Standard 
sheet products are stocked and readily available in 
our regional North American warehouses.

For further information, contact Plazit-Polygal Group, P.O. 
Box 410592, Charlotte, NC 28241 USA; (800) 588-3800, (704) 
588-3800, fax (704) 588-7400, email: na-sales@polygal.com,  
www.polygal-northamerica.com.

www.plazit-polygal.com  |  800-537-0095

Multi-Wall Polycarbonate  
sheets in standard and specialty structural configurations ranging  
from 6mm – 32mm thick, in widths up to 72”. Various combinations 
of Polycarbonate profiles and aluminum glazing components are 
readily available upon request. Topgal® is a state-of-the-art standing 
-seam system which offers added insulation, superior strength,  
2-side UV, water-tight connections, ease of installation, with an 
aesthetically pleasing seamless appearance.

Extruded Acrylic & Polycarbonate Monolithic  
sheet is readily available in our regional North American warehouses.  
Standard and oversized sheet is stocked in gauges ranging from 
1.5mm – 12.7mm. Specialty Polycarbonate sheet products including 
thin gauges down to .75mm, fire-retardant and UV one or two sides 
are commonly produced. Run-to-size sheet, impact Acrylic grades 
and special colors are quoted on request.
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manufacturing and service facilities. SABIC’s Innova-
tive Plastics business is a leading, global supplier of 
engineering thermoplastics with an 80-year history 
of breakthrough solutions that solve its custom-
ers’ most pressing challenges. The company con-
tinues to lead the plastics industry with customer 
collaboration and continued investments in new 
polymer technologies, global application develop-
ment, process technologies and environmentally 
responsible solutions that serve diverse markets. 
With 12 ISO certified manufacturing sites across 
the United States, Canada, the Netherlands, Italy, 
Austria, China, Malaysia, India and Brazil, Specialty 
Film and Sheet business provides a variety of ser-
vices including hands-on engineering and technical 
support that extends from right material selection 
to part design and installation. The company also 
offers a local team, supply chain and distribution 
organization to ensure a reliable source of materials 
to its customers wherever their manufacturing site 
is located.

SABIC’s Specialty Film and Sheet business of-
fers high-performance, engineering thermo-
plastics LEXAN™ sheet and film portfolio and 

full-service solutions for customers in various seg-
ments including mass transportation, consumer 
electronics, glazing, building and construction. The 
company supports OEMs and converters by provid-
ing high-performance, proven sheet and foam and 
film materials that can comply with current and up-
coming regulations, enabling customers to find new 
solutions to evolving requirements for fire safety, as 
well as related challenges of sustainability and cost 
reduction.

SABIC is committed to its customers around the 
world with a portfolio of specialty film and sheet ma-
terials, application support and worldwide services.

Part of the Innovative Plastics business unit of SAB-
IC, Specialty Film and Sheet business operates a 
worldwide network of sales, distribution, research, 

SABIC ranks among the world’s top petrochemical 
companies, and operates in more than 45 countries 
across the world with 40,000 employees world-
wide. It has significant research resources with 19 
dedicated technology and innovation facilities in 
Saudi Arabia, the United States, the Netherlands, 
Spain, Japan, India, China and South Korea.
 

For more information contact SABIC’s Specialty Film and 
Sheet Business: 1 Lexan Lane, Mt. Vernon, IN 47620 USA; 
(800) 323-3783, (812) 831-4337, fax (812) 831-4955, email:  
sfscustomerservice@sabic-ip.com, www.sabic-ip.com/sfs.

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE TO REDUCE COST  
 
SABIC’s polycarbonate multiwall sheet portfolio which  
includes locally produced LEXAN™  THERMOCLEAR™ 
15 year sheet with 15 years limited  warranty, can 
help deliver better performance around critical 
challenges such as total cost reduction, energy  
saving, sustainability and improved yield of crops. 
SABIC’s LEXAN sheet portfolio for greenhouses not 
only  offers durability, high thermal insulation but 
also long-term light transmission to increase 
energy efficiency. 
 

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Toll-free: (800) 323-3783 

www.sabic.com/sfs

EFFICIENCY+  
SUSTAINABILITY
LEXAN™ SHEET

SABIC SPECIALTY FILM AND SHEET 
Mt. Vernon, Indiana, USA DESIGNING SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS WITH LEXANTM POLYCARBONATE SHEET SOLUTION
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Raleigh, North Carolina, USA SPECIALISTS IN HIGH-END PANEL SAWS

Schelling America, located in Raleigh, NC, is the U.S. 
subsidiary of Schelling Anlagenbau GmbH, a worldwide 
company based out of Schwarzach, Aus tria. Schelling spe-

cializes in high-end panel saws for cutting all types of plastics, 
composites, nonferrous metals and printed circuit boards. We 
work specifically with manufacturers, fabricators and distribu-
tors.

Schelling America operates out of a 20,000-square-foot facility 
and provides support to over 1,000 panel saws installed in the 
United States, Mexico and Canada. Since Schelling only manu-
factures and sells panel saws, we offer individual, specialized 
service and support that is unmatched in the industry. We di-
rectly employ 15 factory-trained panel saw technicians who 
are spread throughout the country to provide quick response 
times. Their expertise is not only in the mechanical function 
of the machines, but also the specific cutting parameters re-
quired for cutting all types of plastics.   
   
Schelling’s fk4 and fk6 panel saws include all of Schelling’s lat-
est plastic cutting developments such as our pat ented “clean 
up cut” feature for dust cuts, total panel control and material 
recognition software. Schelling’s goal is to provide machines 
that excel under the most demanding applications, and with 
these new features, the fk4 and fk6 will continue to lead the 
market. Schelling also offers high quality fully refurbished 
used machines.

Finally, Schelling understands that each cutting application 
is different and offers an individual consultation-based sales 
approach. We strive to understand each customer’s needs to 
find the best match in regards to machine type, features and 
budget. Dur ing this process we strongly encourage our pros-
pects to send material for testing to Schelling America. Our 
showroom is equipped with two plastic-specific panel saws 
and we offer an open-door policy to see the machines. When 
considering a panel saw purchase, the very best way to com-
pare machines is to watch each model cutting your exact mate-
rial. This allows for an unbiased review of important features, 
such as cutting speed, cut quality, accuracy, ease of use and 
dust removal.
   
Schelling America would like to thank all of our IAPD custom-
ers and look forward to continuing our working relationships 
in 2015.

For further information, contact Schelling America, Inc., P.O. Box 80367, 
Raleigh, NC 27623 USA; (919) 544-0430, fax (919) 544-0920, email: info@
schelling.com, www.schelling.com.

The fk 6 with Schelling's PLUS+ 

concept is the new dimension in 

flexible cutting of all types of plastics.

ERGONOMICS PLUS+

Closed pressure beam with integrated 

hold-down and dust protection device.

SURFACE PLUS+

Hard-chromed machine table with 

integrated air bed and automatic material 

push out by the special scissor clamps.

HANDLING PLUS+ 

Schelling turntable solution increases 

productivity 15% by providing easier 

material handling.

You gain in all aspects.  

Up to an 80% increase in output, 

while achieving the ultimate finished 

cut quality.

[ precision ]

Panel saw fk 6

The PLUS+ in Everything!

Schelling America, Inc.

Raleigh, NC

T (919)544-0430, F (919)544-0920

www.schelling.com

e-mail: info@schelling.com

[ fk 6 ]
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Duluth, Georgia, USA GIVING YOU THE EDGE
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and support. SCM Group’s Advanced Materials Di-
vision has a dedicated team of experienced plastic 
industry professionals that serve the plastics market 
in the United States. This team provides total focus 
on the plastics market and is dedicated to providing 
plastics distributors and fabricators with productive 
CNC machinery solutions.

Automatic cut-to-size solutions 
SCM Group manufactures automatic “cut-to-size” 
panel saw solutions specifically designed for the 
plastics industry. Both the Gabbiani Galaxy PLM 
and Sigma Plast models offer a wide range of fea-
tures including variable speed motors, blade cool-
ing and full cutting table support to deliver accu-
rate, chip free cutting with excellent edge quality on 
a full range of plastic products. From the thinnest 
“see-through” to the toughest composite materials, 
SCM saws are designed to deliver consistent high 
quality results to the plastics industry. The Galaxy 3 
PLM and Sigma SZ Plast series of panel saws have 
become the product of choice for many plastics 

SCM Group North America is the U.S. based 
subsidiary of SCM Group S.p.A. Founded in 
1952 in Rimini, Italy, SCM Group is one of the 

world’s premier manufacturers of advanced ma-
chinery for processing plastic, composites, wood 
and other advanced materials. Headquartered in 
Rimini, Italy, SCM Group operates 27 production 
facilities located throughout Italy with over 3,800 
employees, where it builds a wide variety of world-
class machine tools. Best Value — the hallmark of 
SCM machines is that they are built to deliver more 
performance and enduring value than other com-
parably equipped machines.

Focused support for plastics 
Within its 100,000-square-foot headquarters in 
Duluth, GA, USA, SCM Group houses staffing for 
every aspect of customer sales, service and support. 
A heavy investment into technical personnel and 
spare parts reflect the company’s ongoing commit-
ment to protect customer investment in their ma-
chinery by providing prompt, professional service 

distributors and fabricators over the past decade. 
A combination of labor-saving features, along with 
consistent accuracy and reliability accounts for 
much of the popularity.

Shaping profits 
SCM Group also manufactures a wide range of 
highly flexible CNC routers that offer plastics dis-
tributors and fabricators a competitive advantage 
when producing parts in-house. Starting with our 
fully featured Pratix S Series, SCM Group provides 
a “turn-key” implementation including machinery, 
software, training and support so that plastics dis-
tributors and fabricators can focus on making prof-
its. SCM Group is the ongoing single point of post 
installation support for machinery, software and 
training.
 

For further information, contact Phil Bryant, business manager, 
Plastics Division, SCM Group North America, 2475 Satellite Bou-
levard, Duluth, GA 30096 USA; (770) 813-8818, cell (404) 759-
3534, email: pbryant@scmgroup.com, www.scmgroup.com. 

Efficiency. Safety. Flexibility and Precision.
Introducing the SCM PRATIX S CNC Router. The SCM PRATIX S is a fully 
equipped, economically priced CNC Router designed and engineered for  
machining plastics. Equipped with a 5’ x 12’ multifunction phenolic work table  
and a variety of heavy-duty working units, this machine is designed for  
demanding applications. It provides outstanding edge finish for all types of 
plastics and high performance engineering materials and more. The PRATIX S  
is the ideal machine for those shops requiring flexibility and high performance.

Pratix S CNC Router

 advanced features of the pratix s cnc router 
• Rigid Closed Gantry Frame with Aluminum Grid Vacuum Table
• Prismatic linear guideway system/Helical rack and pinion  
• Powerful 9 hp 24,000 RPM Electrospindle
• 10 position tool changer (HSK 63F) with touch probe
• Mobile PC control (Windows 7) with separate touch screen hand held device
• Compact Footprint with Full Safety Systems for maximum operator protection
• Safety system with enclosure for spindle

For more information, please contact:
Phil Bryant at 404.759.3534 or pbryant@scmgroup.com

For more information about SCM Group’s products  

and services, please visit www.scmgroup.com

The Smart Choice
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